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Hi there,
I received such a nice compliment this week from an influencer: that I was a
calming presence - because I was able to share my own story and what to
expect, and how it would feel. And I was able to because I had been there,
done that, many many times.
This week I was in Chicago for a very early morning Satellite Media Tour (if you
are in the know, SMT). This was for a client we had secured a TikTok
influencer to spearhead a comprehensive campaign involving content creation,
PR, and retail point of sale. The overall campaign activation is actually an
incredibly great case study of how a brand can build a really robust campaign
using both old-school traditional tactics and newer digital marketing to drive to
retail. But I digress.
The influencer was more than prepared. He had practiced for hours and had
his talking points down pat. He had done media training. He looked good. The
display was awesome and perfectly fit the campaign. The studio was dialed in
to make him as comfortable as possible. But there was one thing we could not
prepare him for, that he was going to have to experience for himself - being
live, on-air. Thrust into not only the spotlight, but also of the unknown: what
spin will the questions be, how soft or loud is that voice in my ear, dear god
what is THAT accent, will I remember my talking points, look into the camera,
don't forget to smile. And you have to keep going no matter what and feel very
alone in front of that camera. It is A LOT of pressure. (He, by the way, rocked
it - check for yourself!)
I do my own share of media interviews, including one just Friday night, and I
will tell you, it is a lonely world where you can swiftly sink and drown, or you
can swan dive and swim effortlessly through the process to cheers. Like all
things seemingly in life, the better prepared you are, the easier it is. But I still
get nervous and have that lovely stomach pit of ice before live interviews and
speaking engagements. My husband has learned to give me room when I am
prepping as I need to have absolute quiet to focus. I have had the experience
of giving awesome interviews, ok interviews, and one so so bad, that people
said to me "oooh sorry, oomph that was a rough one" - which is NOT what you
want to hear after being live on-air and really really screwing up in front of tens
of millions of people. At least it was before the time you could become a
meme.
Until you go through a live media interview, you just have no idea how it truly
feels to be in the spotlight like this. You feel very alone, and disconnected all
miked up with just a producer's voice in your ear telling you that you will be live
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in 30 seconds, to speak intelligently to someone you have never spoken to
before. You have an idea of what they will be asking, but they don't tell you all
the questions as they too are often prepping up to the last minute. That 5minute chat on air feels like forever - and it feels like no time at all. And after oh the relief of having made it to the other side! You get a runner's high.
You know that feeling, right? (shoot me a note and share the last time you felt
that moment of triumph!) If you haven't felt it in a while, then I highly suggest
you go do something that stretches your boundaries.
As an agency, we really get what our brand clients - and the talent we hire - are
going through because we use the same marketing tactics to market
ourselves. We know how to best prepare for most - if not every - potential good
or bad outcome, and we can be that same calming influence for you as your
brand ventures into the unknown world of pop culture partnerships.
In this week’s articles, you will:
See which Peloton instructors are taking over social media, and see how
building your employee's brands can positively impact yours.
View some highlights from my interview with Ann Bennett, the Founder +
CEO of Renegade Marketing, and learn why a successful marketer
needs to learn how to authentically stand out.
Read about why Travis Scott is an ideal brand partner, and how he
manages to engage with Gen Zers to make everyday brands "trendy"
and cool.
Learn how to replicate strategies that mobile game makers successfully
use to market their platforms.
Check out which products have gone viral through TikTok, and how your
brand can leverage this app for similar success.
And now...on to our weekly article round-up!
- Stacy

Peloton Instructors Are The New Fitness
Celebrities
By Tani Song, August 20, 2021 at 8:30 AM

Peloton Instructors Are The Fitness Celebs Of Our Generation
Fitness celebrities are not a thing of the past and oh, has Peloton proved that
to be true! As one of the leading names in the health and fitness industry,
Peloton instructors have also been able to reach their way towards the top of
the fitness social ranks.
Finding the perfect balance of being a cycling instructor, motivational speaker,
and an entertainer all at one time is what truly makes these instructors so easy
to love. Even if you’ve never “Peloton-ed,” chances are you’ve these seen
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these guys on social media as they have established a strong presence across
multiple platforms. In this blog, Hollywood Branded shares the top Peloton
instructors on social media that are building their brand.
Read more »

Finding Your Brand Archetype: Tips To
Becoming A Better Entrepreneur
By Sam Zikos, August 19, 2021 at 9:06 AM

Finding Your Brand Archetype
In order to succeed as an entrepreneur, it's important to know yourself. You
need to understand your wants, values, and according to Ann Bennett, your
brand archetype.
Recently, our CEO sat down with Ann Bennett to share tips on how
entrepreneurs can better improve. They discuss the importance of knowing
yourself, being authentic, and standing out! In this blog, Hollywood Branded
learns about the importance of finding your brand archetype from the
expertise of Ann Bennett, the CEO and Founder of Renegade Marketing.
Read more »

Is Travis Scott Gen Z's Kanye West?
By Lidia Marusic, August 18, 2021 at 8:30 AM

Travis Scott Skyrockets To Kanye West-Level Status
Travis Scott seems to catch every brand deal under the sun, from his high-end
fashion collaborations, Cactus Jack combo meal at McDonald’s, and recent
Cacti agave spiked seltzer with Anheuser-Busch. These diverse industry
partnerships are creating extreme success for Scott as well as these brands,
and many people wonder how the 29-year-old rapper from Houston, Texas can
have so much influence over young consumers.
But Scott certainly isn’t the first hip-hop artist to capture attention and recordhigh merchandise sales from major brand deals. Rapper and producer Kanye
West has had major influence in the fashion industry, and Travis Scott is
certainly following and expanding upon the creative path paved by West. In
this blog, Hollywood Branded discusses how Travis Scott has reached
Kanye West’s level of innovative partnerships and creative influence to
bring success to brands that Gen Z can’t get enough of.
Read more »

Common Strategies Used To Market Mobile
Games
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By Sadie Jones, August 17, 2021 at 8:30 AM

Strategies You Should Know
The mobile game market has exploded over recent years, and there is a high
demand for high-quality and highly playable products. Of course, this does not
mean that you can simply release a game into the market and expect that it is
going to be an instant success. Instead, you need to make sure that you use
some tried and tested strategies – and there and plenty of these that are worth
discussing.
So, that's why we're here! We're marketing experts who are here to help you
out. In this blog, Hollywood Branded shares a few strategies that you
should use to help market your mobile game.
Read more »
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